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PIRES VIEIRA. Trash – Lixo de Artista
Pires Vieira began his artistic career at the end of the
1960s, and has focused on the expansion of the field
of painting ever since. Following the movement of
conceptualisation that emerged in the same period,
his work reflects on the canonical characteristics
of pictorial language, proposing the theoretical
reinvention of such practice and the incessant
construction and deconstruction of its norms and
conventions.
At first, he developed an approach tied to modernist
purification, contention, and autonomy, in the context
of the contemporary renovation of language and the
repertoires of Minimalism and Conceptualism. Later,
in the 1990s, he opened up to a more intense artistic
dialogue and more expressive, subjective, narrative
worlds, while maintaining the same sense of
investigation and reflection.
In Pires Vieira's work, reflection and self-reflection
manifest in the reference to a varied set of artists
who constitute a sphere of influence for his creative
process. He relates to the legacy of movements such
as Abstract Expressionism, Minimalism, Conceptualism,
Supports/Surfaces, and Suprematism, as well as to
a wide group of artists, from Claude Monet, Vincent
van Gogh, and Emil Nolde to Yves Klein, Giorgio
Morandi, and Joseph Kosuth. Always implicit in
this standard procedure of citation, replica, and
reinvention, we come across the author’s criticism of
the concept of modern artistic authorship, which he
opposes with a sense of community and shared
territory, irrespective of period and discipline.
This exhibition features some of Pires Vieira's most
relevant works, as well as new pieces and interventions
created specifically for the exhibition spaces of
Museu Coleção Berardo. It begins with series such
as Sem título (2018–19), which demonstrates how
painting is liberated from its natural space of
suspension, placed on the floor or propped up
against the wall, arranged in an interactive way with
other works and various objects of an extra-artistic
nature. A thick, textured oil painting of expressionist
plasticity is reconciled with industrially produced
materials, which refer both to the domestic sphere
and civil construction, and to various aesthetic
values and uses: household appliances, industrial
palettes, stepladders, shovels, and bags of charcoal.
They are concrete signs of an as yet undefined
universe, a speculative complement to the work,

that deny it the conclusion of the process and
definition of meaning. What is highlighted in these
works is neither the act of painting nor the objectual
presence of painting; rather, its mode of action and
operation incorporates a dimension of performativity
in the artistic practice of the author.
The significance of the performative condition of
Pires Vieira’s work, which becomes clear in these
composite works, manifests in the same way in the
piece Da “Construção da Pintura” (2019), formed by
a painting and a basketball. It is documented in the
video A Construção da Pintura (2019), displayed in
another room, which is particularly concerned with
the action of creation associated with this work.
Also decisive in its implicit suggestion of performativity
is Sem título (1975), a work originally conceived for
the exhibition Pena de Morte, Tortura, Prisão
Política (1976). In the context of the theme of this
exhibition, Pires Vieira uses it to evoke the execution
of Basque militants by the Franco Regime. It is one of
his most striking works in terms of its reception and
consideration of the surrounding space, especially for
its intense synchronicity with procedural experiences
of performative delivery and the sensory
involvement of the body of the spectator.
Throughout his career, Pires Vieira has maintained
strong links to the history of painting and visual
representation, in addition to philosophy and
literature, finding multiple poetic, political, spiritual,
and existential resonances in this investigation.
Two pieces are particularly revealing of this
continuous articulation of references, especially
because of the greater complexity imposed by the
game of citations. The first, in the second room,
is a series composed of three doors of monochromatic
acrylic in different colours (blue, black, and red),
which we can associate with emergency exits in
public spaces. Porta I, Porta II e Porta III (2003–4),
combining references of monochromatic painting
on flat, uniform surfaces, based on the economy
of primary colours, incorporates discrete citations.
This is the case for the red door, which contains
a fragment stylistically taken from the painting
of Pedro Casqueiro.
Similar, and also relevant from the point of view of
this subversive combination of pictorial references,
is the series Monochromes (2007–8), whose pieces
refer to conflictive interrelations and associations
between aesthetic discourses produced in similar
objects. The series is formed of monochromatic

paintings that reference works by Aleksandr
Rodchenko (red, yellow, and blue), Klein (blue),
and Ad Reinhardt (black), and that establish a close
relationship with the value of autonomy of modern
abstract painting through the appearance of
simplicity and refinement that they present—despite
their material condition. Although it expresses the
formal aspects of a false monochromatic austerity,
the series still contains elements that subvert this
language through the intentional but camouflaged
and hidden presence of the poetics of expressive
and colourful landscape painting.
We can also highlight another group of works of
Pires Vieira’s production in which the author has
manifested an interest in ways of concealing the
artistic object, layering canvasses on top of one
another. Still in the second room, the artist makes
use of this technique in Paint It Black (2003), in a
play he establishes between exhibition processes
and gestures that fragment and inhibit a full view of
the work. The latter, whose strategy of obfuscation
begins with its title—a reference to the song by the
Rolling Stones—gathers seventy-five charcoal
drawings inside a sealed acrylic box. Expressing of
the desire to not reveal everything, of maintaining
the idea of discovery, of exploring the potential
hidden beyond objects’ visibility, the piece reinforces
the hidden, enigmatic meaning that activates our
mental projections.
In the same room still, we find the series Trash
(2006–7). Following on from proposals materialised
in previous works, here Pires Vieira encloses a set
of landscape paintings in acrylic boxes. It is one of
several works that reveal his interest in processes
of an archival nature and in experimenting with the
inventory and classification, with the use of notes on
the original specifications of each of the aggregated
canvasses. In these acrylic boxes, instead of
paintings with flat surfaces, we come across
landscapes that, through a process of subversion
of matter, acquire a sculptural dimension.
The exhibition also features other works that exemplify
this transformation of the painting into a sculptural
object, and in which the artist intensifies his exploration
of the complex relationship between the illusory
space of painting and the physical presence of
sculpture. Arranged on the floor of the fourth room,
fifty translucent acrylic boxes contain oil paintings
on paper that have been rolled up, thus obscuring
the image they should exhibit. Due to the geometric
design of their arrangement, and the constant,

regular intervals between the horizontally-arranged
volumes, in Alinhamentos (2019) the whole echoes
the modern spatial research recently developed in
the field of sculpture. We are able to recognise a
reference to the Minimalist aesthetic, alongside the
proposal of a harmonious combination of the rigidity
of its geometric and rectilinear configuration and the
rational order in the arrangement of its elements,
on the one hand; and the more expressive, subjective
authorial traits contained in the landscape paintings,
the result of manual production and the creation of
organic compositions with the application of
contrasting colours, on the other.
In the installation of the final room, the wall
continues to not be the natural space for the
exhibition of painting, once again becoming more
like sculpture. Arquivo Geral em 7 Secções (2019)
is composed of platforms with rubber wheels and
acrylic boxes containing forty-nine paintings—
rejected ones, judging by the crosses on them—
presented in groups of seven. As functional, mobile
structures, they exhibit similarities with many of the
devices of the museological space consigned to the
storage areas, thus out of reach to visitors. In this
work, Pires Vieira establishes a certain sense
of truthfulness and transparency through the
externalisation and revelation of that which is
usually relegated to invisibility, even exposing the
concealment that circumscribes exhibition spaces of
objects of art—often similar to places of worship, with
their naturalist neutrality, and equally evocative of
purity and sacralisation.
As a whole, Trash — Lixo de Artista presents a
comprehensive vision of artistic intervention
and proposes an interdisciplinary practice open
to sculpture, installation, and performativity.
Very much influenced by notions of meeting and
experimentation, it incorporates criticism, irony, and
subversion as strategies to explore the nature of art,
the history of painting, and visual representation.
In this multiple pursuit, we recognise the boldness
of the title: art as a process and endeavour generates
waste which endures—far from the polished work
that pretends its methods and dilemmas are
non-existent.
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